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Intrinsic and extrinsic plasmon coupling in x-ray photoemission from core states
of adsorbed atoms
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The coupling of a surface plasmon to an adsorbate core level in x-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy has been observed for the 18 level of oxygen adsorbed on an aluminum (111)surface. The
coupling parameter was found to be strongly coverage dependent. To distinguish between intrin-
sic and extrinsic effects the dependence of the coupling parameter on the photoelectron escape
angle was also measured. In this way both extrinsic and intrinsic terms could be identified, as
well as the interference term. Within the framework of the model used for the interpretation of
results, the intrinsic effect was found to be low in magnitude with a coupling parameter of 0.04,
which implies a surface-plasmon screening energy of about 0.4 eV. This unexpectedly weak core-
hole-plasmon coupling is expl"ined by considering the repulsion of the screening charge by the
valence electrons of the adsorbed atom.

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of solids in-
variably reveal satellites on the low-kinetic-en-
ergy side of characteristic core level lines. These
satellites may be extrinsic in origin, that is, they
may be due to discrete energy losses associated
with the movement of the photoelectrons from the
site of excitation through the solid to the surface.
The fast electron can, for example, excite sur-
face and bulk plasmons or„alternatively, in-
duce single-particle transitions. An understand-
ing of the extrinsic effect is necessarily relevant
to the problem of hot-electron scattering lengths
and mean escape depths, which in turn are im-
portant for quantifying the XPS technique. ' On
the other hand, satellites or structure in the spec-
trum may occur due to excitations (collective or
single-particle) which take place during the ioni-
zation event itself. These are termed "intrinsic. '"
The presence of intrinsic volume-plasmon satel-
lites, for example, in the core level spectra of
carbon and the s metals has been discussed at
length during the last three years. ' '0 The im-
portance of intrinsic coupling lies in its relation
to relaxation effects. When part of the spectral
density is distributed over intrinsic satellite lines,
the center of gravity of the spectrum will yield
the "frozen" core electron energy (or "Koopmans'
energy") as opposed to the relaxed energy of the
core electron given by the position of the "adia-
bat jc p eak it

In a recent analysis of the loss structure on the
2s and 2p lines in the x-ray photoelectron spectra
of sodium, magnesium, and aluminum Pardee
et a/. ' were led to the conclusion that no intrinsic

plasmons could be identified. Moreover the pres-
ence of any other intrinsic structure appeared un-
likely due to the choice of background necessary
for the analysis of the data. However, the so-
called extra-atomic relaxation contribution to the
core level binding energies in aluminum metal
has been estimated to be as high as 5 eV." Fuggle
et al. ,' who noted this paradox, have sought to
distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic plas-
mons by studying the spectra of successively
evaporated aluminum films on a manganese sub-
strate. The plasmon satellites on the 2s level of
aluminum were found to have some intrinsic char-
acter, but uncertainty as to the structure of the
aluminum overlayer prevented a quantitative anal-
ysis.

In the present paper we consider a somewhat
simpler system, namely, the coupling of a sur-
face plasmon to an adsorbate core level. This
problem has recently been discussed theoretically
by Harris" and by Gumhalter and Newns. " The
first clear observation'6 of such an effect is de-
scribed here for the system oxygen-aluminum
(111). Since the background problems are less
severe than in the bulk case and since the angular
dependence of the coupling strength can be analyzed
in terms of a well-defined theoretical model, the
intrinsic contribution can be identified and quanti-
tatively estimated. In view of the recent interest
in screening effects in photoemission from ad-
sorbate layers, "experiments of this nature are
presently of some relevance.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

X-ray photoemission data was taken on an AEI
200A photoelectron spectrometer with a, base
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pressure of (2-3) x 10 "Torr. The sample was
an aluminum- single- crystal slab (12 x 4 x 1 mm')
with its rotational axis accurately positioned
parallel to the entrance slit in the normal plane
of the hemispherical electron energy analyzer.
Under the chosen operating conditions the accep-
tance angular apertures in the dispersion and
normal planes at a kinetic energy of 730 eV were
below 1 and 5', respectively, thus making the
instrument suitable for XPS angular distribution
studies. " The aluminum' single crystal (Metals
Hesearch 99.9999% pure} had been oriented to with-
in &' of the (111}plane, cut by spark erosion and
reoriented on the polishing jig subsequent to me-
chanical polishing with successively finer diamond
pastes. The final stage was an electropolish in a
perchloric-acid-acetic-anhydride solution, which
left a bright mirror finish as well as several
isolated etch pits. In situ cleaning consisted of
argon-bombardment-annealing cycles lasting for
several days (anneal temperature 450%). Residual
oxygen was monitored with XPS: a surface oxygen
impurity concentration of 0.03 ML (Monolayer)
could not be improved upon.

Oxygen exposures were performed at room tem-
perature and at 2 X 10 7 Torr or lower. Higher
pressures resulted in pressure-dependent chemi-
sorption and oxidation rates. The chemisorption
kinetics were investigated using the integrated in-
tensity of the 0 1s peak and will be reported in de-
tail elsewhere. " Monolayer coverage was defined
as the point at which the 0 1s peak begins to
broaden and shift to higher binding energies. The
0 1s binding energy during the initial stages of
interaction up to an exposure of 50 langmuir (1 L
=10 ' Torr sec) was found to be 531.3 +0.2 eV as
opposed to 532.4 +0.2 eV after formation of a
thick oxide layer. The respective peak half widths
were 1.4 and 2.2 eV. Thus evidence exists for
two stages in the interaction, a first stage presum-
ably consisting of oxygen chemisorption and a
second stage involving nucleation of oxide particles
leading eventually to the formation of an oxide film.

The 0 ls peak on Al(1 i 1) after an exposure of
5 L and at a photoelectron escape angle of 15' is
shown in Fig. 1. The coverage is estimated on the
basis of the above criteria to be 0.17 monolayers.
The spectrum was recorded by multiple scanning
using a Nicolet signal averager. Total scan time
was 3 h. Longer scan times were found to alter
the form of the 0 1s peak, probably due to the pres-
ence of coadsorbed mater vapor. " The satellite
at 10.9 eV we attribute to the aluminum surface
plasmon, which can also be observed clearly on
the aluminum 2s and 2p lines at the same energy
(see for example Fig. 2). Although a further broad
loss can be detected at 24 eV,"there is no evidence
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FIG. 1. 0 1s peak from the XPS spectrum of an alu-
minum (111) after chemisorption with oxygen to a cov-
erage of 0.17 ML. Mean electron escape angle: 15'.
Source radiation: Mg K&.

for a coupling to the volume plasmon as observed
on the aluminum lines. The fact that coupling oc-
curs only to the surface plasmon suggests, in
terms of both intrinsic and extrinsic coupling
models, that oxygen remains outside the surface
during the initial interaction in clear contradiction
to current opinion as to the nature of the adsorption
process on aluminum. Thus in recent years
several authors have interpreted data from poly-
crystalline surfaces in terms of either reconstruc-
tion or direct incorporation into the bulk."""
Unfortunately little direct evidence is available to
support these assumptions, largely because low-
energy-electron diffraction investigations have
given no definitive insight into the surface crystal-
lography of the aluminum -oxygen system. " The
intensity of the surface plasmon satellite relative
to the main line decreases with increasing cover-
age during the initial chemisorption stage. As
oxidation proceeds (after 50 L at 2 &&10 ' Torr) the
surface plasmon energy shifts to lower values,
ending up at 7.8 eV which corresponds to the in-
terface plasmon for the aluminum-aluminum-oxide
interface. "A similar effect has been observed in
electron-energy-loss investigations of aluminum
oxidation. I A recent report in the literature
suggests that such effects can also be observed on
transition- metal surfaces. "

The coverage dependence of the surface plasmon
coupling parameter is somewhat difficult to mea-
sure accurately. As a guide to the magnitude of
this effect me note that the coupling parameter at
1.0 ML is approximately one-third of its value at
0.2 ML for a given photoelectron escape angle.
The same effect can, however, be observed more
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FIG. 3. Measured angular dependence of the coup1ing
parameter a (see text) at a coverage of approximately
0.17 monolayers. The dashed 1ine gives the angular de-
pendence expected for pure extrinsic coup1ing fitted to
the experimental values at 7.5 and 15'. The full line
represents the best fit obtained with Eq. (23).
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FIG. 2. Reduction of intensity of the surface plasmon
satellite on the A1 2s line as a function of increasing ox-
ygen coverage. Mean electron escape angle: 15'.
Source radiation: Mg Kn. Inset: full Al 2s spectrum
showing multip1e plasmon excitations.

readily on the aluminum 2s and 2P levels as shown
in Fig. 2. Here we observe a very sharp surface
plasmon, which is already considerably reduced
in intensity after exposure to 3 L oxygen (-0.1
ML). Previously published XPS spectra from
ultrahigh-vacuum deposited aluminum
films~" ' '" show a less pronounced surface
plasmon, which may thus be due to contamination
effects. Alternatively, the mean photoelectron
escape angle may have been considerably higher
in these experiments. A chemisorption-induced
attenuation of fast electron surface plasmon cou-
pling has already been observed in the hydrogen-
nickel system by Christmann et al.~ and in the
oxygen-molybdenum system by Ballu et cl. '

In order to distinguish between extrinsic and in-

trinsic effects in the 0 1s spectrum, the angular
dependence of the coupling parameter was mea-
sured. In terms of a simple model (described be-
low) we should expect the intrinsic effect to be in-
dependent of the photoelectron escape angle. The
extrinsic effect on the other hand is expected to
be strongly angular dependent: at lower escape
angles the photoelectron remains correspondingly
longer in the surface region, thus increasing the
probability of coupling via its Coulomb field. In
Fig. 3 we show graphically the coupling parameter
measured at five escape angles. Each measure-
ment was repeated twice and found to be quite re-
producible: the vertical error bars reflect the in-
accuracy involved in determining the coupling pa-
rameter by graphical integration from spectra
such as that of Fig. 1. The horizontal error bars
refer to the error in the absolute mean angle de-
termination. The relative mean angle, that is,
the angle between different sample positions, was
accurate to better than half a degree. The
coverage was 0.17 ML (=5 L) as in Fig. 1; identi-
cal scan conditions were also used. After each
measurement the crystal was cleaned in two or
more argon-bombardment-anneal cycles and re-
dosed to 5 L oxygen for the next measurement.
The strong angular dependence shown in Fig. 3
does not, however, correspond exactly to pure
extrinsic behavior. The dashed line (fitted to the
experimental points at 7.5' and 15') represents
the I/sin8 dependence of the extrinsic model (see
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below). At higher escape angles the experimental
points lie below this line, indicating that the mea-
sured coupling parameter is attenuated more
rapidly at increasing escape angles than is expec-
ted on the basis of a purely extrinsic model.

III. DISCUSSION

qy5+arecreationandannihilation opera
tors for surface plasmons of wave vector q (paral-
lel to the surface) and &o, is the surface-plasmon
frequency (its dispersion is neglected for simpli-
city). g and g represent the coupling of the core
hole and of the photoelectron to the surface plas-
mons. Since the core hole is localized and since
the outgoing electron is sufficiently fast in the ex-
periment described here, recoil effects can be
neglected to a good approximation.

To determine the coupling constants we have
to calculate the interaction energy of the corre-
sponding external sources with the surface plas-
mon field. The electrostatic potential set up by the
plasmon field is &27

y (r) s e &lslei% $4~~ »~

q+ (2)

where p is the two-dimensional position vector in
the surface (which is taken to be the x-y plane),
E is the total surface area and q = (q', +q„')' '.

A comprehensive theoretical description of
plasmon effects in the energy-loss spectra of fast
electrons has been given by Sunjic and Lucas."
The core hole plasmon coupling in x-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS}and related experiments
has been discussed by various authors. """ In
the context of XPS Chang and Langreth" intro-
duced the concept of "intrinsic" and "extrinsic"
plasmon effects. The intrinsic effect is due to the
core-hole plasmon coupling, while the extrinsic
effects result from the coupling of the outgoing
fast electron to the plasmon field. The importance
of interference effects also has been extensively
discussed. ""

In interpreting the experimental results de-
scribed above we can thus build on a well-estab-
lished theoretical picture. Here we are mainly
interested in the analysis of the plasmon effects
in the photoemission from the adsorbate. In this
case the core hole and the outgoing electron do not
couple to the volume plasmon but, as we have
seen, only to the surface plasmon. It suffices,
therefore, to consider the Hamiltonian of the
perturbed surface plasmon field"'"'":

H=g &u,b.'b. +8(t) g (g~+g }(b;+b'-),
~0 ~0

From the Poisson equation, the potential corre-
sponds to a charge distribution

4''(4)
o(R =~ — ' e"' 5(z) .

2w qF

With Eq. (2) the coupling constant for a moving
point charge described by

e,(r, t) =«(p —p, (t) )5(z -z.(t})
is easily determined:

(4)

g -= d'ro, r p r

m~ S

qF

-pig's(t)

I iq ~ P (t ) (5)

For a free outgoing photoelectron we have

(6)p, (t) =v„t, z, (t) =z, +v,t,
where zo is the adsorbate-surface distance, and
thus the extrinsic coupling constant

~e2~ 1/2
e ~'oe ~te»' 'll~

qF

p(")=»m g l&t}'.(to) lf&l'5(~ E, +E~),-
0 y

(9)

where
l g, (t)) is the state vector of the plasmon

field in the Schrodinger representation. The final
state P) are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian

8= &,b;b;+ g (b ,+b ;), -". (10)

since g vanishes for t —~. E, and E& are the
initial- and final-state energies. In the present
case the initial state is the ground state l0) of the
plasmon system and thus E, =0. Eq. (9) may be
rewritten in the form

P(~)=lim
2

dte'"'Q (t,)le '"'lg, (t,)). (11).--2'

To calculate lit, (t,)) we change to the interaction
representation:

After approximating the core-hole charge distribu-
tion by a positive point charge at distance zo from
th@ surface, the intrinsic coupling constant also
follows from Eq. (5}

g = (we'&o, /qz)'"e"'o. (8)

Equations (7) and (8) complete the definition of the
model.

Using the Hamiltonian (1) the modification of the
energy spectrum of the photoemitted electrons due
to the coupling to the plasmon field can be calcu-
lated exactly. The transition probability per unit
energy is given by"
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~
4y(t)) = e'""

~ 4,(t))

with H =Z-co b4- and the time-dependent pertur-0 q s q q f ~o

bation V=B(t)g (g-+g-')(b;+b;) T. he Schrodinger
equation in the interaction representation

t
d
—

~ y, (t)) = V, ~y, (t))

with

e JH0C P~

phase factor,

UV= exp y-b- —y- b-f

with

y+ —X~ 1Ke
q q q

&, -q'vu -~~~~

=B(t)Q (g~+g )(b;e '"s'+b;e'"s')

can be solved exactly, giving

~g, (to)) =e '"o'oU~O) (12}

for to- ~. (18)

Inserting the complete set of eigenstates ~n) of
H, into Eq. (17) the matrix elements (n

~
UV ~0) can

be evaluated in a straightforward way, giving the
final result

with

+K

q

e 4a"
P (&o) = 5(&o —tsE —naos)

5

with the coupling parameter

(is)

dt(g + g )e '"s'. -
0

(i4) a= y- (20)

With these results Eq. (11) reads

P(oo)= lim — dte'"'(0~Use '"&'U~0)1
g0 oo 277

with

H = (0 b-b-+ + g-(b e'"s'o+-b -e&"sso)
t f
q q q

q

The next step is to diagonalize HI by the unitary
transformation

V=exp g (&;bo —&;b;)

X;= —(g;/(oo)e ' s'oi

giving

VHIVf =Ho- b,E,

Equation (19) describes the plasmon effects in the
energy spectrum of the photoemitted electrons.
The kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is shifted
by an amount &E which is just the screening ener-
gy of the core hole. In addition, the spectrum ex-
hibits plasmon satellite lines with a Poisson-like
intensity distribution. The coupling parameter
a gives the intensity of the first plasmon satellite
relative to the no-loss line. While the energy
shift 4E depends only on the core-hole plasmon
coupling constant gt, the intensity of the satellite
lines depends on both g& and g& and thus on the
velocity of the photoelectrons. Equations (18) and
(20) reveal clearly the interference between the
extrinsic and intrinsic couplings in the XPS ex-
periment. For v-0 the plasmon satellites vanish
altogether and only the relaxation shift remains.
In the other extreme, v- , the extrinsic coupling
vanishes. In this case

&E = g (g,")'/~„ (i8)
der (oP((o) = 0,

and thus

P(oo) =lim — dte""'~e" (0
~

U~V e ~o'VU~0).
t ~&2
0

Using the Baker-Hausdorff formula e"e
=e"' ' ' ' 'we have, except for an irrelevant

i.e., the center of gravity of the energy spectrum
coincides with the energy the photoelectrons
would have had in the absence of any plasmon ef-
fects.

To demonstrate explicitly the velocity dependence
of the coupling parameter a, the q summation in
Eq. (20) remains to be done. From Eqs. (18) and
(20) we have

(d4 2(u (~ —qv~~ cosg}
2 2 2 2 2 24v&u. o o

w
(oo, -qv~, cosg) +q vs (&o, -qv„cosQ) +q v, (2i)
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where the first term in the square brackets repre-
sents the pure intrinsic effect, the second term the
pure extrinsic effect, and the third term the inter-
ference between both. q, is the surface plasmon
cutoff wave vector.

In the limit of large photoelectron velocity
(vq, /ur, » 1) the evaluation of the integrals in Eq.
(21) becomes simpler: since in the second and
third term of Eq. (21) only small q values contri-
bute significantly, we may replace e "0 by unity
and extend the q integral to infinity, giving

C =CEj. +CE~+CE3

gq 1 g c 0 7t'g gg
2(d 2q zo 4vg 2v

(22)
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FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the coupling parameter
a and its components a~, a~, as, calculated from Eq. (22)
using q, =0.6 a.u. , z0=1A.

Note that the extrinsic effect (a,) varies as 1/sin8,
where 8 is the angle between the photoelectron
velocity and the surface, whereas the interference
term (a,) is independent of 8 (in the limit of high
velocity). The pure intrinsic coupling (a,) is of
course independent of 8, but depends sensitively
on the cutoff q, and the adatom-surface distance
Zo ~

In Fig. 4 the coupling parameter u and its com-
ponents a„a„and a, are plotted as a function of
8 for photoelectrons of kinetic energy Egf = 730
eV as in the present experirpent. The cutoff wave
vector has been chosen to be q, = 0.6 a.u. ', as de-
termined theoretically by Inglesfield and Wikborg, "
and z, =1 A, which is considered as a representa-
tive value for oxygen chemisorbed on aluminum.
Note that zo is the distance from the effective
image plane and thus not necessarily identical with
the distance between the oxygen ion core and the
first plane of aluminum ion cores.

Comparing Fig. 4 with the experimental data

7Te Kec=c~ cP+ 4 c3 24v sin8 2v (23)

As mentioned above, c, = 1 for sufficiently high ve-
locities. The meaning of the two new parameters
cy and c, is as follows. Since the mechanism of
the coupling of the fast electron to the plasmon
field is probably well described by our idealized
model leading to Eq. (22), the deviation of c, from
unity represents the extent to which the properties
of the true plasmons differ from those they have

given in Fig. 3, two observations are of interest.
Firstly, the absolute magnitude of the plasmon ef-
fects is much weaker than predicted by our model.
Secondly, the angular dependence of the coupling
parameter as predicted by the model differs con-
siderably from that observed experimentally.
Since for small angles 8 the coupling is dominated
by the extrinsic effect, which varies as 1/sin8,
one can fit a curve to the experimental data at
small 8 (dashed line in Fig. 3). At large angles
the experimental coupling strength is seen to drop
considerably below this curve. In the theoretical
model, however, the coupling parameter is for
reasonable values of zo always larger than that
predicted by purely extrinsic coupling (see, e.g. ,
Fig. 4). Thus the above model explains neither
quantitatively nor qualitatively the experimental
data.

What can be learned from the observed angular
dependence of the coupling parameter and the ap-
parent inability of the model to explain the data?
First of all it is of interest to note that scaling the
intrinsic and extrinsic constants g-' and g'- sePa-
rately by a factor (i.e. , introducing adjustable ef-
fective charges Z;" and Z,"for the hole and the
photoelectron, respectively) does not allow a fit
to the observed data for any reasonable choice of
z, . This proves that the q dependence of g-' and/ore
g; must deviate from that given by the model.

On the other hand the 8 dependence of the three
terms in Eq. (22) should hold quite generally in
the high-velocity limit (in the present experiment
vq, /&o, = 10, i.e., the high-velocity limit pertains
to a good approximation). To make further prog-
ress, we must consider the different dependence
of the extrinsic and intrinsic coupling constants
onq. As canbe seenfrom Eq. (21) only the small
values of q contribute to the extrinsic and the in-
terference term since v is large, whereas (for
q,z, ~ 1) all values of q up to the cutoff q, contri-
bute to the intrinsic term. Therefore the relative
strength of c, and a, should be well represented
by Eq. (22), while a, should be treated indepen-
dently in a more general ansatz. Therefore, at
least for high velocities, the following expression
is the appropriate extension of Eq. (22)
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q,"'=0.22q, = 0.13 a.u. '. (24)

%e are thus led to the conclusion that only plas-
mons with wave vectors smaller than about 0.13
a.u. ' contribute to the screening of the core hole.
This estimate depends, of course, on the choice
zp —1 & If larger values are chosen for zp, some-
what larger values are also obtained for q,"'.

The main result of the present analysis is that
it yields an approximate value for the strength of
the coupling of the 0 1s core hole of adsorbed ox-
ygen to the surface plasmons of aluminum: u,
= 0.04. To the knowledge of the authors this is the
first time that the presence of the intrinsic effect
could be demonstrated and its magnitude quanti-
tatively assessed. This result is of some rele-
vance, since the strength of the intrinsic coupling
parameter is directly related to the relaxation en-

in the idealized model. Thus possible imperfect
screening due to the discrete atomic structure of
the aluminum surface will be absorbed into the
parameter c,. As described above, the coupling
strength is found to be strongly coverage depen-
dent. The coverage dependence, reflecting the
disturbance of the surface plasmons by the adsor-
bate, is also contained in c,. The second parame-
ter c, in Eq. (23) describes the relative magnitude
of the pure intrinsic effect.

Since we are not in a position to calculate suffi-
ciently accurate values for c, and c, from first
principles, we shall evaluate them by fitting the
experimental data. The full curve in Fig. 3 shows
the best fit to the data obtained with Eq. (23). The
corresponding values of the parameters are c,
=0.27, c,=0.13. The low value of c, indicates the
overall weakness of the coupling. This weakness
is at least partly due to the nonzero coverage in
the present experiment (0.17 ML). Note that the
model yields a, = 0.30 for q, = 0.6 a.u. ' and zp = 1 A,
whereas experimentally ay cgc2 0.04. The intrin. -
sic coupling is thus much weaker than expected
from the idealized model, not only absolutely, but
also relative to the extrinsic and interference
terms.

It is rather improbable that the weakness of the
intrinsic coupling is due to an unusually large ad-
sorbate-surface separation. As will be seen below
the low magnitude of c, is most naturally accounted
for by introducing an effective cutoff wave vector
for the intrinsic coupling. (Remember that we
have shown that the q dependence of at least one
of the two coupling constants must differ from that
given by the model). Defining q,"' by

eq'f 1 —e 'p'c
C =c

2 jeff 2 ~

S C

we obtain for zp 1 A

ergy 4E of the core hole due to the screening by
the metal surface

SE=ux~, (25)

778
p

e

(26)

The summation over q is confined to wave vectors
smaller than q, . For zo»q, ' Eq. (26) reduces to
the classical image potential

Wo=-e /4zo. (27)

The induced screening charge distribution is given
by

o (r) = ~~ —e-"w"'&(z) . (23)

The interaction of this charge distribution with
the effective repulsive potential V(r) set up by the
atomic valence electrons will reduce the screening
energy by the amount

d'yVro, r

1—e ~gpV
2F (29)

with

(30)

Defining an effective hole plasmon coupling con-
stant g,"' by

(31)

as follows from Eqs. (16) and (22). Our results
thus imply a screening energy shift of only about
0.4 eV. Of course this result holds only for the
0 1s core hole of oxygen on Al(111) at a coverage
of about 0.17 ML. It might be an indication, how-
ever, that for core holes of adsorbed atoms and
molecules the relaxation energies due to screening
by the plasmon field are smaller than usually as-
sumed. '& ~

In the following some observations are made
which might explain the unexpected low magnitude
of the core-hole plasmon coupling strength. The
simplest idea is to take account of the fact that the
cloud of the oxygen valence electrons prevents
the metallic screening charge from penetrating
into the atomic volume, rendering the screening
of a core hole less effective than that of a point
charge. This effect can be incorporated into the
above theoretical model as follows. The screening
energy of a point charge at distance z, from the
surface is given by
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we have

(32)

with g-' given by Eq. (8). Self-consistency requires
the correction K, to be proportional o g;
of g, leading to

j./2

( eft)2 ( I)2 q s V geff (33)ge = ge —
4„~2g a a

ef f.Eq. (33) is easily solved for g~

g,f(q) ~

f(q) =[i+ (II,V;/2g-)']"' —(»-/W;),
~, = (q~, /4me'F)'~2 .

To illustrate the effect of the reduction factor f(q)
we choose for the repulsive potential V(r) a Gaus-
sian distribution of strength VQ and range rQ

V+r = V, exp(-[ p'+(z -z,)']/r', ]

(34)

(35)

giving
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FIG. 5. Scaling factor f(q), Eq. (34), as a function of
wave vector q for various values of the repuls've poten-
tial Vo.

V- =~V H -~~/ "~e-"~"' (35)q Q Q

Figure 5 shows a plot of the correction factor f(q)
f. =1 a u r =3 a.u. and various choices ofor zQ 0 ~ y Q

V, (r, has been chosen to be larger than the atomic
radius of oxygen to account for the fact that the
actual screening charge distribution is not a &

function in z as in the present idealized model,
but extends into the vacuum and thus overlaps more
effectively with the charge cloud at the adsorbed
atom). Figure 5 illustrates that the effect dis-
cussed here actually leads to an effective cutoff
of the higher wave vector component in the coupling
constant if V„ is sufficiently large.

In the above discussion the atomic valence elec-

trons have been represented by a static charge
cloud. In fact the atomic charge distribution wi

relax on approximately the same time scale in

wic eh' h the screening by the plasmons occurs. The
atomic relaxation can be considered to lea o
redistribution of the hole charge over the atomic
volume. It can be easily shown that, for a de-
localized charge distribution, the contribution o
large wave vectors q to the screening is strongly
suppresse .d. Atomic relaxation is thus an addition-
al mechanism which leads to an effective cutoff
wave vec or q,t r '" for the core-hole plasmon cou-
pling. In other words, the surface plasmon field
screens only the long-range part of the potentia
of the core hole; the short-range part of the poten-
tial is screened by atomic and molecular relaxa-
tion, leading to the appearance of shake-up and
shake-off satellites in the spectrum.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The aluminium surface plasmon has been found

to cou le to the 0 1s core level line in the XPStocoupe o e
spectrum of oxygen chemisorbed on 1n Al, 111,. The
intensity of the surface plasmon satellite was
found to be strongly coverage dependent. It seems
that the metallic screening is strongly suppressed
at higher coverages. The angular dependence of
th lasmon loss intensity has been measured forep
the 0 1s line and analyzed within a theoretic
model. Both extrinsic and intrinsic coupling as
well as the interference between the two effects
could be identified. The plasmon losses are con-
siderably weaker than predicted by the usual mod-
els. The results show clearly the importance of
the interference between intrinsic and extrinsic
couplings in the XPS experiment. Our analysis of
the data yields a value of about 0.04 for the purely
intrinsic coupling parameter, corresponding to a
core-hole relaxation energy of about 0.4 eV. A
simple explanation for the weakness of the core-
hole-plasmon coupling has been given.

More extensive studies of the type presented
here could provide us with quite detailed informa-
tion on screening processes on surfaces of simple
metals. From the coverage dependence of these
effects we can learn more about the influence of
the adsorbate on the surface plasmon. Measure-
ments of the angular dependence of the plasmon
losses are, as shown in this paper, of particular
interest in this context. The concept is to use the
extrinsic effect (i.e., the photoelectron-plasmon
coupling) which is well understood theoretically

~ ~ ~at least for high photoelectron velocities, as a
probe to study the intrinsic effect (i.e., the core-
hole-plasmon coupling). The latter phenomenon
is less well understood, since —as shown in the
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present work —the coupling of the hole differs con-
siderably from that of a point charge. Because
the coupling constant of the outgoing electron,
g, depends both on the magnitude and the direc-
tion of the velocity, it reveals a different q de-
pendence for different velocities and angles. Due
to this fact the measurement of the angular depen-
dence of the intensity of the plasmon losses for
varying photoelectron kinetic energies would allow
not only the determination of the magnitude of the
intrinsic effect, but yield also information on the

q dependence of the hole-plasmon coupling con-
stant. This q dependence determines in turn the
spatial distribution of the induced screening
charge. Since screening effects play an important

role in our understanding of chemisorption and

the analysis of the photoelectron spectra of chemi-
sorption species, the results of such measure-
ments are of some importance.
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